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Circle the pronoun in the sentence. Write 
the type of pronoun. 
 
 
  possessive   1. My house is the biggest  

on the block. 

___________ 2. Are these beautiful  

drawings yours? 

___________ 3. Are some kids taking the  

bus to the park? 

___________ 4. Children who read books  

do well in school. 

___________ 5. Tyler is going to the dance with the girl who loves poetry. 

___________ 6. The dog that chases cars lives behind the grocery store. 

___________ 7. Any teachers living in California have to get a license. 

___________ 8. All students must take state tests at the end of the year. 

___________ 9. The little girl loves to go on walks with her grandma.  

___________ 10. The company that makes chocolate 

 gives away free samples on Friday. 

 

A possessive pronoun 
refers to a specific owner: 
mine, yours, my, hers, his, 

its, your, etc. 
 

A relative pronoun 
connects a phrase to a 

noun/ pronoun: 
who, which, that, whom, 

etc. 
 

An indefinite pronoun 
doesn’t refer to anything 

specific: 
all, any, each, some, 

several, etc. 
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Answers 
 
  possessive   1. My house is the biggest on the block. 

  possessive   2. Are these beautiful drawings yours? 

    indefinite     3. Are some kids taking the bus to the park? 

      relative      4. Children who read books do well in school. 

      relative      5. Tyler is going to the dance with the girl who loves poetry. 

      relative      6. The dog that chases cars lives behind the grocery store. 

     indefinite     7. Any teachers living in California have to get a license. 

     indefinite     8. All students must take state tests at the end of the year. 

    possessive   9. The little girl loves to go on walks with her grandma.  

       relative      10. The company that makes chocolate gives away free  

   samples on Friday. 
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